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Paradise Lost
Sap To Terrorists

by Dick Wagner
thus making itself "particularly building to demand the university
by Malcolm Andrews
Canada has appearFor
years,
itself
applied
align
against the indictments
The incidents at Kent State vulnerable to any pressure
wilderness, the
peaceful
ed
as
the
within,
ROTG
The
end
the
and
its
elements
program.
from
radical
University resurfaced for", replay
anti-wa- r
youth, an abhaven
for
in the news media last Friday student body or faculty." The jury university refused to accept either

as a special state Grand Jury in noted the University administraon the
report tion's
Ravenna issued an
exspecific
to
as
right
a
dissent"
the
of
investigation
its
concerning
enof
ample
permissiveness
that
four days of unrest and rioting at
the University. The jury, composed couraged the student disregard for
of citizens from Ravenna, a sister law characteristic of the incidents
city of Kent, was more critical of last May.
The final two conclusions inthe students and Kent State admin-istrato- n
than had been the FBI volved criticisms of the methods
and President's Commission on used by "police" forces on the
Campus Unrest. The jury also in- Kent campus to curb unrest. Camdicted 25 persons (but no National pus security forces were censured
for not stopping individuals from
Guardsmen) for 43 offenses.
assaulting firemen at the Army
four
contained
The jury report
conclusions. The first excused Na- ROTC building fire on May 2. The
tional Guardsmen of primary re- M-- l rifles of National Guardsmen
sponsibility in the killing of four were also deemed "inappropriate"
students and the wounding of nine to the quelling of campus riots.
Reaction to the report was, imothers. The Guardsmen shot "in
18-pag-

e

the honest and sincere belief they
would suffer bodily injury had
they not done so. They are not,
therefore, subject to criminal
prosecution under the laws of this
state for any deaths or injuries
resulting therefrom."
The second conclusion criticized
the KSU administration for too
permissive a policy toward radicals. Through such "permissive
policies" the KSU administration
had rendered itself wholly unable
to regulate students and faculty,

Focus On New
Style Education
by Gareth W. Roseneau
Remember the turmoil last year
over the Kent State incident?
.There went up a cry, in those
troubled days in May, that the
wholfe system of education is irrelevant, anachronistic, and even
repressive. At Wooster, some of
this frustration was siphoned off
by the creation of FOCUS
GROUPS.

Experimental education was the
for one of these groups.
Under the direction of now graduated Claudia FJferdink,. the experimental education group examined the Summerhill School and
the Montessori method. Fifteen
students and two faculty members

topic

met once a week to discuss,

ex-

amine, and show films about differing systems of experimental and
progressive education.
This year, the size of the focus
group has grown to over 25
dents,, and the range of topics and
activities has expanded. Summer-hil- l
and Montessori are still being
examined,' but in addition to this
aspect of experimental education,
one group is trying creative drama
at St. Mary's Catholic School. Another group is talking with pupils
of the Beall Avenue School, and
still another group is at Edgewood
Junior High School.
The whole idea is to expand the
group's activities to encourage action and not just talk, which, as is
correctly pointed out by many
people, is easy, but
The group meets in Lowry Center
Room 118 at 7 p.m. on Thursdays.
.

non-committ- al.

Joe Wise, lay theologian
and folk singer, will present
program in
a lecture-conce- rt

the L.C. Pif Tuesday, Oct. 27
at 7:30.
The College Newman Club
is sponsoring the
'

...

"over-emphas- is

mediate and

Kent

wide-rangin- g.

townspeople felt the report reflected their line of thinking according to Mrs. Shirley Cheges, a resident of Kent. Townspeople, she
said, feel that KSU "should weed

out the bad ones."
Kent State students' reactions
ranged from apathy to disgust to
active response. Characteristically
500 students gathered on the Commons for a Yippie (Youth International Party) rally and then
marched on the administration

at Friek

Flick

demand. The executive committee
of the Kent State University Faculty Senate expressed its unhap-pines- s
with the jury's general
criticism of University members
unable to reply to the charges because they are under a court restraining order. The committee
also criticized the jury's excessive
concern with the type of language
used by faculty, students, and
speakers last May while failing to
use restraint in its own language.
Finally, the committee scored the
jury's inability to understand
KSU's open speaker's policy as
such administrative policy is characteristic of all great universities
in this country.
The executive committee was
later joined by the Student Senate,
the Graduate Student Council, and
by its own Faculty Senate in a
joint statement criticizing the special state grand jury report and calling for a federal grand jury investigation. The joint statement asked
"university committees and other
citizens across the country to show
their concern by supporting the
request."
With the impending arrest of
some Kent State students certain,
President
Student Government
Craig Morgan, later to be charged
with second degree riot on May 4,
himself, requested lawyer William

solute contrast from the North to
existence.
our own strife-torblared
("Come to
the Strawberry Fields' promotions.) But last week these illusions
were blasted with kidnappings,
killings, and an unprecedented invocation of martial law. Canada
entered the troubled world.
The Front for the Liberation of
Quebec (F.L.Q.) first kidnapped
James Cross of Britain, demanding $500,000 in gold,' the freedom
of 23 F.L.Q. prisoners, and safe
passage. When refused, they kidnapped Labor Minister Pierre
and subsequently murdered
him. In response, Prime Minister
Pierre Trudeau invoked the War
Measures Act.
A magnificently repressive law,
it suspends much of the Bill of
Rights, allows search, seizure and
arrest without warrant, detention
of seven days without charge, and
the outlawing of the F.L.Q. Immediately the troops were in the
streets and 300 F.L.Q. sympathizers in jail. Quebec is temporarily
a military state.
A case can be made for the
F.L.Q. grievances. As an ethnic
state in the midst of a national
state, the French Canadian has not
fared well. So, too, can Trudeau's
decisive action for his nation in

Scholarship
The
Fund Is now in desperate
need of male help. Please
contact Faith Burton, Ext. 396
Stop pretending and do something, Liberals.
Non-Whi- te

n

Free-America-

"

La-por-

te

(Continued on Page 6)

(Continued on Page S)

Wanted: Creative people to
contribute ideas for a happening on May 2 in connection
with the new chapel.
A film based on a similar
event on another campus will
be shown at 6 p.m., Monday,
Oct. 26, at the Art Center.
For more information, contact Tess Feltes, Pat Koneski,
or Mr. Olson of the Art Dept.

Help -- NOW

Feds Nab Angela
In

N.Y.C.

Ho-J-

o

(CPS) Angela Davis has been
Howapprehended in a
ard Johnson's, apparently on an
And the New
informant's
York community has answered her
arrest by the FBI with a warning:
"Every day Angela is in jail, a
mid-tow- n

tip-of- f.

New York City policeman will be

killed."
That message, delivered to the
FBI and media, was made the
morning after Davis' capture, in
the form of an anonymous phone
call.
radical was arThe
raigned on the charge of unlawful
flight from arrest for crimes of
murder and attempted rescue of
two black brothers in a San Rafael,
26-year-o-

ld

Cal., courtroom, Aug. 7. She allegedly bought the guns that were
used in the action, which killed Superior Court Judge Harold J. Haley. Although Davis was not present at the incident, she is being
charged with murder and kidnap
because of a California law which
makes an accomplice liable forjthe
full charge. She was put on the
list Aug. 16 for
FBI
fleeing across state lines.,
most-wante- d

BSA Maps Future
by Stanley Perdue

A considerable amount of time
and effort is put forth each year
toward a more enriching experience here at Wooster. Different
people from varied backgrounds
have converged upon Wooster to
help others fully understand their
rightful position in our highly
complex social structure. When
these
people of varied backgrounds
by Susan Holycross
form organizations, they become
The Thistle is going to branch even more a part of the enriching
out. This year, under the
influence at the College of Woosof Lou Young and Barb ter. One organization of particular
Behrens, Thistle, Wooster literary influence is the B.S.A. (Bla,ck Stupublication, is going to take on a dent Association).
new aspect.
The B.S.A. was formed in 1968,
Instead of being published only with the purpose of making college
two or three times a year in life more relevant to Black students
magazine form, as it has in thp and informing the college of the
past, Thistle will be published with vital role the B.S.A. plays in the
the Voice two or three times a enriching experience. In recent
quarter. The editors claim this will years the B.S.A. has tried to make
allow for more freedom and crea- college life more relevant to Black
tivity in layout.
students by opening new areas of
Barb and Lou envision the studies, academically. The,
Thistle, as something more than
Studies program has
a literary magazine. Traditionally, played an essential part in revampthe Thistle has included mostly ing the outlook on life that Black
poetry. But this year, the Thistle students have as far as occupawill try to reflect all the arts. Not tions are concerned.
only are contributions needed in
Without condemning the College
poetry, but also in short fiction, of Wooster for its past academic
essays, reviews (art, book, film, procedures, the addition of the
education, etc.), pen and ink drawstudies program
ings, wood cuts, graphics, and any- has put more solidarity into its
thing else you can think of.
basic composition.
Thistle may also be active on
In order for such changes to
programs
campus by sponsoring
such as an Experimental Theatre, take place academically and soor by bringing poets and writers cially, organizations such as the
B.S.A. must have extremely good
to the campus.
Students and faculty can sub- leadership. Leadership is essential
mit their contributions to Box in trying to harness and channel
3191, or can contact Barb Behrens, the Restless energy of the young
Lou Young, Kerry Stroup, Tess into useful, objectives. The B.S.A.
Feltes, Libby Moore, John Mills, looks for potential leadership in
Karen Simpson, or Marianne all incoming freshmen, for in a
few years these young men and
Novy.

Thistle Buds
co-editors- hip

.

Afro-America-

Afro-America-

n

n

Bail was set at $250,000, which
she could not post. Extradition
papers have been filed in Caliwomen will constitute a majority fornia, which she is expected to
of the B.S.A.
fight. Arrested with her was RuPresently, the B.S.A. executives dolph Poindexter, a black Chica-goawho has been charged with
are trying to introduce to freshmen
all the various jobs of the organi- harboring a fugitive
zation. .Some freshmen have alTwo hundred .ceople demonready begun to try to make the
B.S.A. a meaningful part of their strated in front ot New York's
life here at Wooster by participat- Women's House of Detention the
ing in sjB.S.A. responsibilities, night of the arrest (Tues.) shoutthereby showing some type of ing "free Angela." There were no
leadership because they want the incidents or arrests.
Davis had been in New York
organization to grow and wish to
for some time, according to the
learn from its experience,.
word on the streets in New York,
One of the B.S.A.'s
Allan Tubbs, stated that the preparing to leave the country,
B.S.A. has been a dormant figure probably for Cuba. Her companon campus in the past, but within ion, Poindexter, allegedly was heir
the coming year it shall awake to a large sum of money. The FBI
from its slight slumber and be apparently learned of her whererecognized as am organization that abouts from informers, since her
relates meaningfully to the college. presence was not a secret, according to sources in Harlem.
(Continued on Page 5)
n
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ing individuals whose ideas have
by Bob Kettlewell
"I will be the only person this been "bred into them by society."
Later that day Professors Russ
week to say I don't know how to
solve America's problems." So said Jones and Ray Day of the Urban
Cleveland's Mayor Carl B. Stokes Studies department and Dr. Robert
last Sunday as he opened Woos-ter'- s DeHaan, head of the CLCA PhiladisCIC scries entitled "America: delphia Center, held an op
cussion pn "The Role of the LibSociety in Crisis."
Mayor Stokes was certainly correct when he said he would offer
no solutions to urban problems. In
his speech, "America and Its People: Their Survival," he stated
that many cities, particularly
Cleveland, were decisively lacking
in funds and that money is of
great importance in the solving of
urban crises. He emphasized, however, that money ,is not a "cure-all,- "
and that much responsibility
rests upon the individual. Stokes
said that much depends on chang

eral Arts College As It Relates to
the Urban Condition."
Lowry Center Lounge was the
location for another open discussion on Monday night concerning
"The Rural Perspective of a Society in Crisis."
Mr. Robert Miller, W ayn e
County Commissioner and Mr.
William Sharp, Wayne County
Common Pleas Court Judge, were
guest speakers. They stated that
the problems of a rural community '
(Continued on Page 6)
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SHAFTED

To The Editor

Editor's Note: Space limitations forbid VOICE phone extension. Letters are due in the editor's
On October 14, 1970, The College of Wooster was placed on
athletic probation. The penalty, involved excluding the Fighting Scot to print Letters to the Editor exceeding 250 words. office by Monday at 8:00 pjn., deadline set for all
tournament. All letters must include name, box number and tele
basketball team from the Ohio Conference
features.
What caused this roadblock to the Scots in what could be their finest
STERN RESPONSE
season ever?
It should be evident to all concerned persons
In late January, 1970, the Ohio High School Athletic Association The story you are about to read is a big fat lie.
lifted its ban on summer high school athletic programs held at the Nothing has been changed to protect anybody. This that this sort of thing can lead only to trouble. The
college level. On February 15, Dean Cropp gave the official approval, is how the "Voice" saw an alumni coming back highly regarded Dr. Stanford Binet once did a study
of the administration for a basketball camp to Coach Al Van Wie; to the campus after being away for nearly half a of Alcatraz Prison which showed that of the prisoners incarcerated there, virtually all, yes sir, 100,
thus Camp Fighting Scot was born. It was to be a weekly Camp for century.
who had perused poronographic materials went on
Junior and Senior high school athletes wishing to improve their
Upon my first visitation to the Wooster campus to commit crimes. The highly esteemed Dr. Samuel
basketball skills. They would use the College facilities and learn from
in many, many years I was shocked to see students Kirk found that it could also lead to .chromosome
a host of knowledgeable experts. .
At the spring meeting of the OAC on March 1. 2, and 3 at Berea, freely engaging in behavior which would have been breakage and damage to the placebo. Studies have
there was ho official discussion of basketball camps or the use of the grounds for expulsion in my day. Students were shown that reading poronography leads to more
OHSAA ruling. By the end of March, plans for the Lamp were all smoking in public, freely showing their affection serious things, such as purchasing sex dummies.
but complete with contracts signed, press releases out, and applications for one another arid engaging in other equally
When today's college authorities look for factors
being accepted. On April 13, Albert N. Smith, Commissioner of the lascivious and lecherous acts.
which are instigating today's lack of morality,
When I visited the library I was even more poronography should not escape their eyes. To
Ohio Conference, held a meeting of the UAL. lxecutive Committee,
comprised of the President (a biology professor from Marietta), Com- shocked. Prominently displayed on the magazine provide it freely to students is criminal.
(from Muskingum), and a rep- rack was the epitome of smut and erotica, the Germissioner Smith, the
With apprehension,
resentative (from Denison) . They decided that the Camp, violated man magazine "Stern". This magazine is apparently
Mrs. Robert Caryer (Otellia Quigg)
VSejjon VII of their General Regulations which read, "No college which purchased by the college and made available to all
' is a member of the Conference
should sponsor or hold any athletic (as evidenced by considerable wear and tear).
Class of 1916
status com
contests in which teams or individuals of
pete.''
This put the College in the position of accepting the committee's
HAIR LIKE JESUS WORE IT
interpretation and terminating the Camp, or hope for a reevaluation To the Editor:
lives of others I would gladly have left. The coach
in the fall and going ahead with the Camp as planned. Coach Al Van
also
told me that I had been losing points in comHaving
Voice,
week's
article
your
read
last
in
Wie, in a discussion with President Drushal, offered to scrap the
because of my long hair.
petition
why
I
athletes
concerning
hair
wondered
on
no
one
nmitf T"lmiclin1 AtniAfA trt tacf thf rfwannnciKilitv into Ilia Awn hands
to
me
approached
I
would
statement.
had
the
sign
Unlike
other sports where winning and losing
fall.
the
would
Conference
the
change
its mind in
and gamble that
like to start off by saying that my hair length would
easily
are
determined, in gymnastics the winner is
e
of
July, the Camp was held, and in be
From
to the end
considered long in most athletic circles. While
the one who appears to look the best to the judges.
the opinions of most,, it was highly successful. In talks with high
for two Gymnastics which has been called the most beautiful
school players who attended the Camp, we found it was most worth- I have been at this school I have competed colleges
years in invitational meets against other
sport can't seem to find any aesthetic value in long
while. Drushal offered an open invitation to all in the OAC to survey
and clubs, and have placed three times in AA.U.
hair.
the setup; however, none replied.
meets". My love for gymnastics and athletics has
Though I realize that my long hair may hurt
A special closed agenda meeting this September was held to remained unchanged since I started some six years
chances for athletic success, I hold certain moral
my
affirm that The College of Wooster did hold this Camp. Since the ago. Last year at a gymnajrfic meet at a state uniethical values
and
important to me. I can't
of
plus
Executive
Committee
composed
Committee,
an
the
Grievance
versity I was told by the meet organizer that I could see why people havemore
to make judgments about other
extra representative (from Capital), had already decided on the not compete, because I was late for registration,
penalty, the probation was mere formality. Wooster was excluded even though I had preregistered in advance and paid people solely on their appearances rather than on
from the meeting and because tf. the closed agenda, no discussion my entrance fees. I was later told b a .coach that he their ability.
was made on the merits of such a Camp.
How many athletes who signed the statement last
had no right to do that.
week
would also jeopardize their chances of success
Wooster appealed the ruling on October 14, but it was rejected
For the past three years I
en working out
the same day. What was the rationale used by the OAC Executive with a college gymnastic team of high regard in in athletics by not cutting their hair? It's easy to
Committee?; In an exclusive interview for the Voice, Commissioner Ohio, until about three weeks ago when I was preach about certain values, but it's much harder to
Smith cited the above ruling of the OAC General Regulations, con- barred from the gym unless I got my hair cut. If carry them out.
cerning an approval by the Executive Committee for a program in- thacoach had told me that I was endangering the
Richard Yoshikawa
volving athletes of
status. He said, "Wooster failed to
do this;,, therefore, the probation was invoked." '
Coach Al Van Wie understood that his phone conversation with
IDEALISTS UNITE!
Commissioner Smith on March 11 constituted notice to the OAC
How much longer can we exist under a precarious
Executive Committee. However, Mr. Smith did not so interpret this To' the Editor:
conversation.
The article, "Assist U.N." by Debbie Mathias balance of terror and an insane arms race? We
It is a viewpoint of President Drushal that the ruling passed on in last week's Voice touched slightly upon one of know that a mistake, miscalculation or a madman
April 13 was clearly ex post' facto for two reasons. First, Commis-.sion- the most urgent, sad, and exciting problems in the could mean the end of all life, yet nations continue
to rely upon bigger, "better" weapons systems for
Smith's communications with the school had indicated his world today: the United Nations is inadequate.
But is it "secure" to live in a world which
security.
does
deal
few
of
certainly
good
a
It
deny
great
awareness that the College was committed to the Camp prior to April
at any moment might cease to exist?
13. Secondly, the April 13 ruling seemed to be directed specifically this but it simply has not and can not keep pace
at the Wooster Camp. Drushal felt all along that because the ruling between nation-stateThink it over.. To those who dismiss this as imwas ex post facto and because he felt he could convince the ConferThe basic problem in today's world is unmodified
practical idealism, the only logical answer is that
ence that such a Camp is worthwhile that Wooster should go ahead national sovereignty. There is no world court with when practical means become intolerable and when
with the Camp, and accept the consequences.
binding decisions, no peace force with the power
idealism can insure survival, then it must follow
In another exclusive interview for the Voice, Drurfhal stated, to intervene unasked, and no legislature to bring that only idealism is practical.
"I don't see how a group of colleges in the 1970's can refuse to permit world laws into effect. In short, we just do not have
Please, if you care, and if you are willing to work
their facilities and programs to serve the needs of young people to- an alternative to the use of force. We won't until
for
lasting peace based on order and justice, put,
people
willing
nations
and
of
give
to
are
up some
day. One cannot read the letters from the young men who participated
in this summer basketball camp and see the many fine things that went their sovereignty and strengthen the U.N. into an your name and box number in my campus box,
'
2291, and we'll arrange a 'meeting of those who
adequate, limited world governing body.
on and be anything but proud that it occurred here."
The
world
is
today
immoral. Internationally there respond to form a chapter of World Federalist
Voice feels that no one person is to blame for Wooster's preYouth in Wooster (WFY is the student division of
is
no
real
no
from periodic slaughjustice,
security
dicament. Rather it is a combination of circumstances which points
world-wide
programs capable of making a the World Association of World Federalists, an inthe responsibility to three parties. First, we feel Coach Al Van Wie ters, no
on
real
economic
impact
inequalities, no peace. Each ternational movement for world peace through
should have used greater discretion in instigating the Camp.' He
failed to take into consideration the stringent tendencies of the OAC. nation as an absolute sovereignty blocks progress world law).
Laurence Morlan
Secondly, President Drushal was too idealistic in his concept in these vital areas. A "new" problem called pollu-tio- n
also
Campus P.O. 2291
national
boundaries.
transcends
of both the workings of the Conference and the benefit of the Camp.
11
uaiu J.ri uin- nuu la itivitiiig 111 lauuiuta auu aLUlcuu &UUC93 lu
appreciate such a program or sympathize with such a school who
has had success.
Finally, we indict the Ohio Conference on two counts. First,
its highly specific and stringent rules are outmoded and dp not provide a viable athletic program for all schools. Second, the Executive
and Grievance. Committees showed poor taste in their attitudes towards
by Charles Schollenberger
at the tragic cost of human life. He education, recreational areas, pubThe College of Wooster,. and its intentions and its motives. Thev Editor's Note: Schollenberger, a graduated with honors from Har- lic transportation, and other pressfailed to give the Camp idea a fair chance.
vard and Columbia Law School. ing human needs.
product of Wooster
Three parties are responsible, but who bears the brunt of the freshmancomes
COW
because
to
I was impressed with his
of
Fighting Scot basketball team had its sights its
His opponent, William H. Ayres,
penalty? The 1970-7chal- straight-forwaracademic
views that have is a
reputation
for
favorite.
on the OAC title as a
veteran who has been
lenge. Participation '70 sparked consistently been backed by his
called a hawk, a rubber stamp for
T. H. and D. B.
.How can such a system exist?
him to actively contribute to the actions, not only in his public op- the Pentagon.
The National Enpolitical system. Those interested position to Vietnam, but also in vironmental Action
sponin working for Seiberling, contact his concern for the environment. sor of Earth Day, group, chose
recently
Schollenberger at Box 2695.
Before the recent emphasis on
him, of the 435 members of the
Published weekly during the academic year except holidays and examinaI became involved in the cam- ecology he waged a five year battle
House of Representatives, as
U.S.
tion periods by the students of The College of Wooster. Opinions expressed in
editorials and features are those of the community and should not be construed paign of John Seiberling, Demo- to keep the Ohio Edison Company one
of
cratic candidate for the 14th Con- from spoiling the beauty of the dozen". the ecological "dirty
as representing administration policy.
'
This newspaper welcomes signed letters to the editor. Address all corres- gressional District (Akron area), Cuyahoga Valley with high tension
pondence to VOICE, College of Wooster, Wooster, Ohio 44691.
after Participation '70 this sum- wires. He led a similar battle
The Associated Press has picked
Member of United States Press Association and Ohio Newspaper Association. mer. It was primarily because of against the Ohio Department of the Seiberling-Ayre- s
race as one
Entered as second class matter- in the Post Office, Wooster, Ohio. Subscription my opposition to the war in Viet- Highways to save a local waterfall of the ten most significant in the
. ;
r
n
per year.
XIC
nam. Seiberling expressed his op- from encroachments of the Inter- nation clearly as an example of
NATE SPEIGHTS, Editor
position to the war as early as state highway system.
one using student help. CongresKATHY PRINTZ, Secretary
TOM HILT, Sports
1963, and was one of the founders
John Seiberling believes that the sional Quarterly after a recent
DEB NEUSW ANGER, Scapegoat
BOB GATES, Business Manager
of the Summit County Coalition for nation's priorities are out of whack
survey judged it
BOB COLTON, Resident Martyr '
JOHN MORLEY, Circulation
Peace in Vietnam. He criticizes and that we must cut spending for a toss-up-.
Your
help might mean
MALCOLM ANDREWS
TEX JOHNSTON, Ad Manager
the Nixon administration for play- extravagant military projects and the difference between victory and
ing political games with the war start spending more on health care, defeat.
CHARLOTTE WARREN, TRIOA HILL, Managing Editors
.
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Steele

The College Faculty Meeting Monday, Oct. 26, is an
OPEN meeting. Which means
some enterprising young radical can go and put the faculty
on the carpet. Or a whole
group can go and reconstruct
Bitch-IAt any rate go to
Mateer Auditorium at 7:30
p.m. Monday.

by Zolan

n.

You, Wooster, wereTiorn on Dec. 18, 1866 in the third Decan
(Draco the Dragon) under the sun sign Sagittarius. The sun was
in the twelfth house under the influence of Neptune.

Beatrice Ryder describes those born in the third Decan of Sagittarius as having a distinct attraction to form, beauty and ritual.
"Sagittarians can escape int& them (form, beauty and ritual) from
the crudities of economics and strife as other people escape into the
sleep of poppies. Noted Sagittarians include Beethoven, Franco, John
Lindsay and Attila the Hun.
Of especial interest to you is the fact that Draco, Sagittarius,
Neptune and Mars come into the same house on May 7, 1971 the
first time since the sinking of the Titanic. The only other time in
recorded history these planets were in the same house was when
The Laird is my shepherd.
Vesuvius erupted, engulfing Pompeii. You will notice that all the
signs metioned pertain to you, with the exception of Mars, which
is the sign of war.
Individuals rarely suffer such fates, as their life spans are so short
that the chance of their signs coming into the same house with Mars
is practically nil. However, for institutions it is a different matter,
tening.
due to their longevity.
by Chris Tomer
Stewart apparendy does not apThose born under the signs of Pisces, Capricorn and Aquarius
Pop music stinks. Most of the
alone, but he can be seen
pear
Those
the1
born
records cost
are especially urged to leave the campus on this day.
music is lousy,
under the signs of Leo and Taurus ma stay with impunity. All others too much, the artists are overpaid, currently with The Small Faces,
alsta- and heard on the following
and their elevation to
are urged to use their best judgment.
"Beck-OlBeck;
by
Jeff
Truth,
bums:
joke.
tus in a youth culture is a
by Jeff Beck ; The Rod Stewart
So, amidst all this b.s. and hypo,
and First Step by The
Album;
an art whose stars and spirit apHis two albums may
Faces.
Small
recordhonest
pear to by dying, an
ing performance is close to a ba the most valuable recorded Even
since Nashville Skyline.
miracle. In these terms, Gasoline
wins dance
Alley, by Rod Stewart (Mercury), iLjffu don't agree, one thing is Holden Annex
with
down.
cojm.
.
let
you
won't
He
sure.
may be" the only release of 1970.
Stewart is a revelation, a man
groups, but for the white, students,
by Lynn Wagner
who
says things in a song that
If you visited the basement of it was an experience.
you've felt and could not express.
A lot of us whiteys were really His roots are the blues, and his
Babcock Hall this past Saturday
night, you witnessed a historical awed by any group of guys who experience is with Jeff Beck, where
event: the first big social happen- could perform so' fantastically the his vocal on "01' Man River" is
ing at COW where alcohol was way they did. The instrumentalists a masterpiece. He has a hoarse,
(lead guitar, bass, and drums) throaty voice that sounds like he
(legally) present.
outasight, and they must be couldn't possibly make, and then
were
Although 'the powers-that-b- e
commended
for an evening of solid he does. It would be feasible to
would categorically (and perhaps
The Imperial Won say that most blues vocalists from
entertainment.
understandably) deny it, everyone
In ribbed or uncut corduroy with woof tartan lining. Gets you
way, going to England rely heavily on Ray Charby
the
are,
ders
knows that all decisions at Wooster
the custom treatment in detachable cartridge belt, patch
in two weeks to cut a les, andV as Joe Cocker is the
are made on the basis of the fam- California
pockets. Get into it and light someone's fire. Sizes: 36 to 46.
record.
blatant overstatement of that techous mottd, "When in doubt, play
subtle
Regulars and longs. About $40. Prep's 12 to 20. About $35.
the
is
Rod Stewart
By the end of tKe night, the nique,
it safe." Either serving 3.2 beer
understatement.
at the Homecoming Dance is play- streamers were falling, and coke
"Gasoline Alley" is the opening
ing it safe, or something very and beer cups kept getting underat
gets
and in many ways prefaces
way
the
it
that's
song,
foot,
but
here.
on
strange is going
con- the songs that lie ahead. It's simple
things
All
social
these
events.
that
Of course rumor has it
enough, just a reworking of a
the beer was watered down (ice in sidered, it was a good homecom:
who
know,
is
lyrical idea born in Blind Lemon
I
to
want
What
ing.
the kegs), and that, though the
peaof
all
empty
those
cleaned
Jefferson's "See That My Grave Is
up
peanuts and potato chips were
Kept Clean". Musically, it relies
shells?
nut
crunchy enough, there was only
work
,n brilliant acoustic guitar Small
one peanut per shell. (The latter
(of
the
My
Wood
Ron
rumor is unconfirmed.) Besides
Faces). Next is "Its All Uyer
which, everyone also knows that
Now", and Stewart's interpretation
3.2 beer can be classified as "alcois tremendous. This song features
hol" in name only.
good keyboard work by Ian
But it is still a big step for
He also does "Only a
Wooster, and it is kind of really
by Dylan, and a country
Hobo",
OK to feel that the College had the
rocker by Wayne Wilkin Walker
courage, or whatever it takes, to
called "Cut Across Shorty". Posdo something like this on a weeksibly the best track is his own
end when parents and alumni were
"Lady Day", a" song whose merits
here: (It was because of the beer
are best understood simply by, lis-that the dance was held in Babcock instead of Lowry; it is not JIT"
legal in LC.)
""
Another novel attraction of the
Homecoming' Dance this year was
Needs:
the band: "The Imperial Wontypists
ders." It is unusual to have an
W
.vv
proofreaders
all black band at a Wooster Home
we
coming,
but appropriate;
and

If

nm

1

Culture 3n decline
god-lik- e

a,

Presides
Tony
Over Historical Even?

ma-terh- d

.

Give the cold shoulder
to winter in a Woolrich
Norfolk Jacket.

"

Mac-Lagle-n.

Pl

Ln

crowned

a

black

homecoming

queen, Tanya Bynes.
For the black students on cam-

pus it must have been a nice
change from more usual hard-rock

VOICE

"to

eij

Homecoming

Queen,

Tanya

good propagandists
Get your name in the

Bynes with escort Alan Tubbs.

FBI FILES!

Grumbacher Art Supplies
Featured at:

(Student Discount)
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Harriers Win

HIGHLIGHTS

by Tom Hilt
VOICE

0.

Sports Editor

week's Scot Highlights
column has been incorporated
into a general VOICE, editorial, written by my assistant,
Dave Berkey, and myself.
Since weekly predictions do
This

Last Saturday, before a large
Wooster Homecoming crowd, the
cross country team downed Muskingum,
Plagued by injuries
and illness, Muskingum ran only
four men. To even things up, only
the first four Scots were counted
in the scoring.
Bob Brown, Ray Day, and Andy
Naumoff came in 1st, 2nd, and
3rd for the Scots Brown's time.
21 :59, was the fastest Scot time on
the Wooster course this year. Day
finished in 22:18 and Naumoff in
22:50.
11-3-

not coincide with the seriousness of such a writing, I will
do my guess workrTere. Predicting three of four last
weekend, my three week
is now eight of 11, or
73 percent.
--

ac-cu- m

Here's this week's predictions: Kenyon represents the
largest hurdle yet for the Scots
to jump, but I'm looking for
the Scots to take it, 20-1- 4.
It'll
be the Bucks again, 35-I'm
ready to give up predicting
the Browns, but I'll go once
more, Miami 31, Cleveland
20, and the Redskins over the
Bengals, 14-1-0.

WEEK'S SCOT
SPORTS SCHEDULE

Saturday
Football, Kenyon, Away
Soccer, Denison, Away
Cross Country, Wittenberg,
Away
Field Hockey, Wittenberg,
Home, 2:00

7.

"V,

Tuesday
Soccer, Kenyon, Home, 3:30

0.

lords Are Total learn"

"Hardl-IKIfttin- Gi
Putting their perfect
season
record on the line, the Fighting
Scot gridders will invade McBride
Field tomorrow to meet the spunky
Kenyon Lords at Cambier.
"Kenyon is the hardest-hittin- g
team that I have seen all year,"
answered Scot scouting coach,
Marion Zody, during Sunday's
interview for the VOICE. "They
have a total football team with
both a good running and passing offense-anstrong defense."
4-- 0

d

he Lords have more balance- than a year ago when they tripped
WqpsTer, 10-They emphasize
their running attack, complementing that with their already established passing game. Thus, the
Scots must play a controlled de
1

3.

Photo by Rick Legge

With tremendous blocking front line junior quarterback Gary Vendemia (12) has all the time in
the world to throw one of his eight of twelve completed passes in Saturday's romp over Denison,
25-Other identifiable Scots are fullback Jim DeRose (40), and tailback Glen Hudson (42).

Coach Zody

6.

--

fensive game.

Spearheading the Lords' ground
game is senior tailback Roland
Parsons. In the words of Coach
Zody, "Parsons is the hardest running back that I've seen." Last
Parsons
Saturday against
gained 113 yards in 38 carries.
In addition to Parsons, Kenyon
enjoys three other veterans of last
season. At fullback is senior Jim
Schneider and at wingback is junior Butch Black.
More important, however,-i- s
the presence of senior quarterback Bill Christen who. placed
second in the '69 OAC passing
stats. Having one of his few off
Christen comdays against
pleted 8 of 19 passes with three
B--

W,

B-- W,

intercepted. His favorite target is
also a senior, end Chris Myers.
Drafted by the Houston Oilers

last year, Myers set two Conference records last season, including 1,378 total yards and 14
Myers
touchdowns. Against
scored one TD on a spectacular
catch and run of 63 yards.

f

B-- W,

'

4

4

had to come
from behind to defeat the Lords,
Saturday, even though Kenyon outplayed the Yellow Jackets
with 334 total offense yards, including 174 by rush and 160 by
pass. The Lords are sporting a
overall.
OAC mark and
Saturday, the Scots literally desPhotojkUck Legge
,
troyed Denison,
in Wooster's Junior Al Banda seems to do a balancing act as he sends a pass
52nd Homecoming game. Marked to junior Bruce Hiller, while an unidentified Hiram player tries to
by a total team effort, the contest intercept in Saturday's 0 victory over the Terriers.
was ' capped by sophomore Bob
Macoritti's two school record-settin48 yard field goals. The game
Baldwin-Wallac- e

27-2-

1,

1--

2

3-- 2

25-0-

2--

g

also saw Scot followers witness a
brilliant 97 yard drive in 17 plays,
topped by fullback Jim DeRose's
one yar,d dive off right tackle for
his third TD of,the season.
DeRose continues to lead the
team in rushing with 91 carries
for 338 yards in four games. Only
30 yards behind DeRose is senior
tailback Ed Thompson with 84
carries for 308 yards in as many
outings. Thompson scored his second TD of the season sweeping
right end for 13 yards.
Senior Dave Poetter added two
PAT's and a 32 yard field goal to
complete the afternoon, aside from
a team safety.
Much credit for the victory

must again be given to the great

Scot defense which held the Big
Red two consecutive times at the

Nye men Ploy Key Week

iod. They were also the third and
of the seven-gam- e
fourth shut-out- s
"This week is the key to our season. Wooster's opponents have
season," were the words of head only scored five goals all year,
soccer coach Bob Nye when assess- two on penalty kicks and two by
ing the games at Bowling Green the powerhouse Michigan State.
Tuesday and at Denison tomorrow.
"I don't think our offense, could
Going into this week, the Scots have played any better," said Nye
overall,
in the Ohio of the Hiram game. "Our defense
were
Conference. The booters finish with contained well and the halfbacks
three games at home, but these started the offense moving."
two tough road games are essenThe booters host Kenyon Tuestial.
day in a game that could decide
Last week, the Scots had two the Ohio Conference winner. The
shut-out- s
and Lords went with Wooster to the
over Mt. Union,
over Hiram in Saturday's NCAA Mideast Regional last year
Homecoming game. The two wins and are out to upset the Scots.
extended Wooster's OAC unbeaten OAC victory binge. Ohio Wesleyan
per invades Saturday.
streak to 18 over a three-yea- r

by Dave Berkey
VOICE

Sports Writer

4-- 0

5-1- -1

.

1-- 0,

2-- 0

FOR ALL YOUR BANKING NEEDS

goal line.

Photo by Rick Legge

Maggie Gould, scoring Wooster's lone goal in Saturday's 1 loss
to Ohio Wesleyan, advances the ball down the field with the
help of teammate Pat Poulton in the background. Gould leads
the Scotties' scoring with four in seven games. Marked a rebuilding year, the women's field hockey team also dropped a 1 decision to Muskingum last Thursday, setting their season record
They host Wittenberg tomorrow in their last home conat
season.
the
of
test
3--

2--

2-4- -1.

(SGt3n5i

"Our objective was total team
effort," remarked head coach Jack
Lengyel following the encounter,
"and I believe- we did a very fine
job of it." Lengyel pointed to the
great poise of veteran quarterback
Gary Vendemia and the excellent
receiving by Ron Showalter and
Jeff Wise as three of many key
cogs of the team effort.
-
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mssavs no WCWS
The largest cuts came in small
colleges, rather than the larger,
more politically active campuses
like Columbia, San Francisco
State, Berkeley, Michigan State,
Wisconsin, none of which reported
Health, Education, and Welfare. any students losing aid. Chances
Forty students lost their funds are that these schools did not turn
as a direct result of federal pro- their students in, since there were
visions, and the remaining 400 major disruptions and actions at
through the administrations of those schools in the last year that
more than likely involved students
their individual schools.
federal aid.
on
Federal law requires universiThe
information is part of a
ties to submit an annual report on
the number of students removed report on campus violence from an
from their financial aid lists. Re- investigation conducted by Rep.
ports from all but 160 of 390 Edith Green (D., Ore.). The report
colleges and universities show that will not be released because, she
86 institutions cut off funds to said, it would embarrass the
students since June of last year.
(CPS)

Federal financial aid

to 440 students has been cut off
because of their involvement in
campus disorders according to an
official in the Student Financial
Aid Division of the Department
--

MORE ON

New COW
Sound -- It's Mooving

What's twice as much fun as
the Johnny Carson show, without
the commercials? The answer, as
astute followers of the Mac and
Sal Show (Sunday evening, 10:20)
will confirm, are the programs on
the college radio station, WCWS.
The station, under the direction of
senior Keith Humphry, is run entirely by students. This lends a
distinct personality to the programs, as the students toss in their
interpretations of songs, and attach modern applications to old
One of the drawing
melodies.
points of many of the shows, particularly those late at night, is their
willingness to play requests and
dedications.
WCWS is on the air from 2 p.m.
until 2 a.m. during the week. On
weekends,' the station broadcasts
tential and should be recognized from 8 a.m. until 2 a.m. Shows
offer a wide variety of music,
as having it.
The B.S.A. executives who shall ranging from classical to rock to
perform in leadership capacities folk.
The weekday program starts at
are as follows:
for the year 1970-72 with "The Asylum". This openAlan Tubbs,
show offers ' contemporary
James Grant; Secretary, Libby ing
usually centering on rock,
music,'
Moore; Assistant Secretary,
including popular folk
often
but
Yvonne Washington ; Treasurer,
At
"Gorpus Morpus"
songs.
4:05,
AdBill Spearmon; Chairman of
missions Committee, Greg Bryant; is on the air, featuring an hour
of folk music. "Concert
Chairman of Education Commit- and a half
with classieah selections,
Hall",
of
Chairman
tee, Wanda Watkins;
Political Committee, Wally Hill; follows at 5:45. At this time, the
Chairman of Cultural Committee, programmer gives a background
Cookie Washington; Advisor, Russ of the piece he will play.
Jazz lovers perk up at 9, when
Jones.
"Jam Factory" is aired. Great exA uniformed security guard amples of jazz, both recent and
was demanded by officials spon- old, are played. The best way to
soring the Homecoming Gala finish an evening is with "Night
against the advice of the Security Owl", from 11 until 2 a.m. During
Chief. When are we going to learn the last hour of broadcasting, rethat when we hire professionals we quests are taken.
WCWS has taken a very active
don't tell them how to do the job?
oldmanriver, interest in sports this year. They

BSA Development

(Continued from Page 1)

When trying to relate to a predominantly white college, attitudes
toward integration perform an essential role.
Understanding and realizing
your background, whether culturally or racially, is an important
part in keeping your identity; and
when integrating in a different society you must at all times be.
able to relate to those of your own
ethnic group. This is principally
how the B.SA. undertakes this
type of situation. The B.S.A., although in a predominantly white
situation, wants to retain the
awareness of what it me'ans to be
Black and also have some relation;
ship with the white society here on
campus.
The B.S.A. is a struggling organization, feeling the pains of birth,
just like any other great organization. Modesty should not be one
of the characteristics of this article and neither should modesty
be a characteristic of the B.S.A.
members, for the B.S.A. has po- -

GLAMOROUS
RINGS

--

1

Co-chairme-

n,

have expanded to broadcasting all
the Scot football games, both away
and home. This gives the typical
Wooster fan, excitedly cheering his
team to victory, a chance to catch
the
action of every
game. It also keeps Howie on his
play-by-pla-

y

toes.

With an expanding staff, new
equipment, and the return of Dr.
Logan, faculty advisor, WCWS can
look forward to an exciting year
'
of broadcasting.
MORE ON

State

Kent

(Continued from Page 1)

Kunstler of "Chicago Seven" fame
to coordinate the defense of the 25
arrested. In a speech Monday
night to 1,000 students in Kent,
Kunstler promised a defense based
on a class action suit as the indictments were against a group or
class of people for their beliefs
rather than against specific per-

PLAZA SHOPPING

a its

pus magazine of the arts.
This year's "Thistle" is unlike any "Thistle" in the past.
We don't dare tell you yet
how, when, or where up it
may pop. But it's coming and
is proving to be exciting. (See
article page 1).
Kent People's Defense Fund.
Lost in all this news of jury
indictments has been the most important outcome to date of the
Kent State tragedy, the decision of
the American Civil Liberties Union
to test the National Guard's right
to use live ammunition on campus.
The ACLU filed suit in Cleveland
Federal Court last Thursday to
prevent use of the National Guard
on campus unless all other law
enforcement
breaks down and
guardsmen- are adequately trained
in civilian riot control. The suit
also asks for dismissal of the
Guard's immunity from civil or
criminal prosecution to make them
more "responsible keepers of the
-

Balancing your budget is only one of the conveniences of a checking account. You'll also
find how convenient it is to pay your bills by
rpftfl. You have. a permanent record of ex- penditures which makes it easier for you to I
manage your money. Open your own check- -,
ing account with us today. The cost is nominal. It's the modem wSy to keep your budget
balanced.

APPLIANCE
CENTER
JuIt North ot ,he Campu

X

"

Open your account today and ask to see something new under the stars . . . Zodiac Checks
and something "now" with today's look

...

"IN" Checks.

fie

in

Commercial Bankinq

rusl Company

and

Downtown and
Wooster Plaza Shopping Center

WOOL BERETS and

.

MATCHING SCARVES
$13.00
Do Come In Soon

VISIT

and See

Our Fashionable Collection
c

120 East Liberty Street

w,

Checking Account here.

IS IN THE AIR!
Yes We Have College Colors

The Jewel Box

all-ne-

cam-

sing

Open a Personal

FALL

...

all-encompas-

Uudgeffialanced

CENTER

1811 BEAU. AVE.

prices within reach! Hey
riral the finest natural stones
in brilliance of color and
luminosity of the exotic star!
See them today!

rendition of "Thistle", the

Music
To Study By ...

mm.

man-ma-

non-animos- ity

sons for crimes committed. The
Supreme Court, he noted, upheld
such a suit four years ago. None
of the indicted 25,' according to
Kunstler, would be forced to accept
his legal counsel or that of the peace."

Choose a modular stereo
system . . priced as low as
only $99.95! Famous brands.

Magnificent Lindi
d
star sapphires and star
rubies glowing with sadant
now at
Oriental myiterj

THISTLE
power tussle over
"Thistle" control has once
again resolved itself in the
midst of perfect
and harmony. The gears are
already set in motion for the
first production of this year's
The

nt

t 7 r T"

...
T7

n

1771 IT7I

pun

Records, Tapes, Posters

THE BOOK NOOK
201 East Liberty Street

j

EXPLOSIVES

MORE ON

BUST

Pe

1)
(Continued from
tKe same as those of

a big
were
city, only on a smaller scale, iney
specifically emphasized money
problems.
Sharp took the opportun- X. Judge
lo criticize uiayor ouml.cs wu-ceraing his srjeech at LUW. lie
saidtha it Stokes failed to account
for natural
ira changes in individuals
vpr a Yteriod of time, tie saiO.
"Some of the things I have done
as I wouldn t consider doin the past
ing now." He cited issues such as
politics, 'ddrugs, and race relations
as exan inles.
Other programs during the week
ere Dr. Joh Cato. Associate Pro
fessor of Urban Studies at Lolgate- Kochester Uu lnity Scticx)!, speaic-in- g
on "Camf us Crises and Urban
Unrest" and Dr. David Poling of
the Christian Herald speaking on
"The Church in Crisis."
Wednesday! activities included
Dr. Leonard Bchneiderman, head
of the Sociology Department at
Ohio State, aiid Dr. Richard Gil- roy and Dr. Harold Black speakon The Urban Condition.
-

ME
RELATIONS
it

SMOOTH

Nazi

Fcosf ie On

(CPS) Federal agents have arrested three Danville, 111., youths
and charged them with violations
of the Federal Gun Control Act
after agents seized over 350 pounds
of explosives stolen from a lime
stone quarry near Danville over
the weekend. The quantity oi explosives was theflargest ever seized
in peacetime by the federal government.
Robert Skinner and William R.
Moore, both. 18, were arrested and
charged with illegal possession and
transfer of explosive devices. An- -

other youth named in a federal
conspiracy warrant' is still being
sought by Treasury Department
Agents.

Prior to the Federal Gun Control

Act,, federal agents were not authorized to confiscate explosives.
"I told them I was connected

CANADA

1)'
crisis be supported. Had he yielded to terrorist demands, he risked
anarchy and civil war. Though the
threat is still there, it is now neg

Poverty is fun if you like
citizenship.
L.

V
IF YOU

GO

STANDDY

left-win-

CITY NEWS
HAND BLENDED TOBACCOS

IMPORTED PIPES

MORE ON

DON'T
STAND in Line

at the Airport
PICK UP
YOUR TICKET

at

DELICATESSEN

(Coo tin nod from Page

ligible.
No Canadian expert, I refuse to
judge or side with either. I am
appalled by the murder, so, too,
by the repression. But there is a
lesson for activist and radical
America. As repressive as our own
regime may seem, ixixon ana
Agnew have men, guns, and laws
they have not even begun to use.
Given the excuse, they would not
hesitate. In this day of "law and
order," We could only expect a
nationwide Quebec in response to
an overt act of violence by any
of our many radical, militant
groups. Any hope that may now
exist could be undermined and
Would
subverted into
that our Weatherman friends con
sider who they are aiding before
they pull the next trigger or plant
the next bomb.
non-bein-

FOp Aid

organization and
with a
that we wanted to blow up the
federal building in Chicago and
Reading Railroad yards," a Treasury Department investigator said.
"This didn't bother them at all
although one of the kids seemed
inclined toward the Nazi Movement. When he learned I wanted
g
movement,
the stuff for a
this kid said, 'Well, their money's
green, too,' and we made the
left-win- g

CC Week Feds Full

'
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PAPERBACK BOOKS

Open 6:30 a.m.

12:30 a.m.

Sunday 'til 10:00

FLAIR TRAVEL
346

EAST BOWMAN ST.

JUST OFF THE CAMPUS
264-650- 5

200

Phone

S. Market St.

262-515-

1

9

Tou mean they sent ybii
to college mlSiouE
a ThriftiOiecEi account?"

g.

(B

TRAVEL WAY

FOR DRUGS

264-989-

1725 Cleveland Road

9

i

Vobster Auto Club

'Closest to the Campus'

NEW

PieceA

J

fyvom

Ave
Dont panic. Cool

Bl

Surprise the old folks at home by getting your own

New.
Featuring

...

Wyeth
Sister Corita
Old Masters
College Book Store

Personal

Checking Account

here with the added bonus of a'ThriftiCheckbook cover in the colors of your
college, stamped with the college emblem.
Surprise yourself by putting your college finances on an Establishment yughl
basis.
Be surprised at the low, low cost of a
iCheck account.
And bring the girl friend along maybe she'd like a ThriftiCheck account too.
no-minimum-balance.-

Thriff

THE VAYIIE COUNTY NATIONAL BANK

Lowry Center
Cleveland-Bea- ll

Office

Public Square Office

